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mormonism or politics
DENNIS L LYTHGOE

beginning with the early nineteenth century there were
cormons were
prominent fears expressed in the press that mormons
determined to dominate the country and even to put one of
their own in the white house where he would institute a
national mormon church state it is a little ironic therefore
that with the dawn of the 1960s there should actually be a
mormon prominent enough in public life to be seriously considered for the presidency yet romney had been preceded
by the first mormon prophet and founder joseph smith whose
presidential campaign in 1844 was cut short by assassination 2
an

assistant professor of history at massachusetts state college at bridgewater dr lythgoe s field of research interest is the american west he has
also published articles in the western humanities review dialogue A
journal of mormon thought and the utah historical quarterly
his together with polygamy was the basis of persecution and political
this
mormons in utah throughout the nineteenth century political leaders
fears about cormons
cormons as a religious body with political motivations and
skeptically viewed mormons
hence statehood was denied utah until 1896 even though it was originally
settled in 1847 and grew rapidly the seat of the problem lay in the fact that the
religious leaders in fact governed utah in the early days under a church state
system an old mormon joke suggests that brigham young as president of the
church and governor of the territory conducted church business on one side
of his desk in the morning and civil business on the other side in the afternoon
for an excellent treatment of the problem see JD williams the separation
of church and state in mormon theory and practice dialogue A journal of
mormon thought vol 1 summer 1966 3054
30 54 and the author s the changunpublished phd dising image of mormonism in periodical literature
sertation
sertation university of utah 1969 78
135
78135
osmi
2smi
th s political platform advocated among other things the abolition of
smiths
slavery banking and tariff reform reduction in the size of congress annexation
of texas and oregon prison reform and increase in presidential power to deal
with mobs see joseph smith views of the powers and policy of the government of the united states nauvoo illinois printed by john taylor 1844 1188
and richard poll and martin hickman joseph smith s presidential platform
dialogue A journal of mormon thought vol 3 autumn 1968 1736
17 36
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since smith s brief campaign was conducted outside the purview of the two party system and not taken seriously on the
national scene it cannot be judged in the same league as
romney s very plausible attempt to win the republican nomination though there have been outstanding mormon political
3
the
years george romney was the first
personalities through
since smith to seriously seek the presidency with his avowed
candidacy in 1968 romney became indisputably the most
prominent mormon in public life
while he was initially considered the front runner for the
nomination he withdrew from the race early in the campaign
when political polls showed him lagging badly behind richard
nixon many analysts including romney himself have
blamed his political decline on his famous brainwashing
statement made after a tour of viet nam in 1968 4 actually
a close examination of the popular periodical press during the
years of romney prominence disclose a profound relationship
between his religion and his political decline for that reason
it is valuable to analyze those periodical accounts as they relate
to romney the candidate and romney the mormon significantly most of the articles in the popular magazines dealing with
romney treat him with religious implications admittedly those
are the only ones cited in this study 5 although the press un
cormons in political life were republican reed smoot
most colorful mormons
an apostle of the church who served for thirty years in the US senate from
utah and became highly influential in national matters and ezra taft benson
Elsen
secretary of agriculture under eisenhower
eisen hower who has become prominent for his
right wing political philosophy and connections with the john birch society
deserving of mention are elbert thomas liberal democratic senator from utah
and prominent in the new deal years and more recently wallace bennett R
utah since benson cabinet members of mormon
utah and frank moss D
dutah
background have become common democrat stewart udall the liberal secretary
of the interior under kennedy and johnson and nixon s two appointees conservative david kennedy secretary of the treasury and of course romney as
secretary of housing and urban development
though some have attributed it to a slip of the tongue romney suggested
upon deplaning that the military and others had given him and other governors
a brainwashing on an earlier tour of viet nam the controversial phrase was
used extensively by the press and other politicians in both attacking and defending romney s position though under heavy pressure romney refused to apologize for the term believing it to be accurate even given its prisoner of war
connotation while appearing on the university of utah campus in 1969 as
secretary of HUD romney pointedly blamed the press for distorting his political
views during the campaign and causing him to appear ridiculous he particularly
emphasized the brainwashing incident
there are of course a few accounts in the magazines completely devoid
of the religious connotation these however are usually very brief reports of an
event with little interpretation the brainwashing incident is included in this
category

the
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doubtedly displays bias when covering any political candidate
the sampling presented here would hope to be diversified
enough to supply valid reasons for romney s failure for while
the press may markedly influence public opinion there is ample
indication that it reflects it as well 6 in a very real sense the
periodicals mirror contemporary opinion about important people and events
THE RISE OF ROMNEYS
ROMNEVS NATIONAL IMAGE

romney s national image skyrocketed
sky rocketed from 1958 until 1969
in the national periodicals newsweek was the first to treat
him in an analysis of romney the car salesman romney had
just been elevated to the presidency of american motors and
faced the task of keeping his cars in competition with the
larger companies noting his success in promoting compact
cars and increasing sales newsweek claimed he needed two
things in great amounts hot missionary zeal and vast physical
stamina to illustrate the missionary spirit they recalled his
days as a young missionary in britain for the mormon church
and noted his more recent position as president of the detroit
stake of the church a position roughly equivalent to bishop
in some churches romney was characterized as a devout
churchgoer and as a result he seizes new projects with fierce
dedication and sells the idea with the artistry of a consummate
evan geltzer 7
evangelizer
A similar picture was presented by time in 1959 when it
called him a bible quoting broth of a man who burns brightly
with the fire of missionary zeal his speech was said to be
couched in evangelical organ like tones which had helped
him immensely in the business world As he had predicted
in 1955 the compact car hit the top of the market through his
zeal and salesmanship time noted that romney had been a
missionary of one kind or another most of his life his grandfather was a mormon who had thirty children by four wives
his father a monogamous mormon who took the family to
uch a conclusion is supported by james playsted wood in his magazines
such
in the united states new york the ronald press co 1949
and theodore
peterson magazines in the twentieth century urbana illinois university of
see also richard watson gilder the newspaper the
illinois press 1964
magazine and the public
outlook vol 61 feb 4 1899
320
520 and
frederick lewis allen
ailen the american magazine grows up atlantic monthly
alien
vol 153 nov 1947 7781
77 81
newsweek feb 24 1958 84 85
detroit missionary at large
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mexico to escape persecution in kindergarten in los angeles
children reportedly assailed him with the sneering cry of
mexican one day george replied look if a kitten was
born in a garage would that make it an automobile through
such early logic and salesmanship romney apparently won
the day and the children stopped bothering him his first act
as president of american motors was to give the problems
thoughtful and prayerful consideration his sundays were
sald to be exclusively reserved for church activities and he
said
slid
said my religion is my most precious possession except for it
1I could easily have become excessively occupied with industry
sharing responsibilities for church work has been a vital counter
terbalance
balance in my life 8 very early romney s success was connected closely with his religious devotion
romney then dropped from the periodical scene until february 1962 when his name was mentioned as a prominent
contender for the governorship of michigan lauding
flauding his
effective speaking technique the nation claimed it to be
a result of mormon missionary experience of speaking on soap
boxes further his mormon membership was an asset con9
his
attractive
to
image
public
also making refertributing
ence to romney s candidacy time called him a ruggedly
handsome man who neither smokes drinks not even tea or
coffee nor swears and who gives 10 percent of his annual
income which amounted to 250000 last year to his church
before romney reached his decision to run he fasted for 24
hours in prayerful consideration 100 while watching romney
campaign business week wondered if the presidency would
be next a blonde junior college sophomore allegedly gazed
dreamily at him as he spoke and a veteran republican politician remarked that s the way the girls were looking at jack
kennedy in 1960 11
I1

RELIGION AND THE NEGRO QUESTION

newsweek speculated a good deal into his presidential
chances while recalling the dramatic 24 hour fast during
which he prayed for guidance beyond that of man enabling
the dinosaur hunter time vol
J widick

13

feb

3

1962

april

romney new hope for the

96 97
9697

fresh face in an open field

his hats in the ring now
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16 1962
22
53 56
17 1962 5356
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him to decide to run for governor one close friend was
quoted as saying george s greatest liability is that he s almost
too good to be true with his cuss words limited to hell or
damn the journal concluded that religious dedication came
as naturally to romney as selling ramblers nevertheless
one of romney s big problems in the campaign was predicted
to be his church s negro position interpreted as giving negroes
second class citizenship in the mormon church by precluding
them from the priesthood since michigan contained some
700000 negroes the issue was thought capable of developing
into a heated one romney said 1 I am against discrimination
of any kind and my record proves it newsweek saw one
other religious question that of the possible compromise of
the separation of church and state should the president of a
mormon stake be elected to the governorship but romney
denied such a problem existed 12
suggesting that romney s fast called attention to his
mormon faith time claimed it had never been a political liability in utah such membership was said to be virtually a
requirement for political success and no one expected it to
give romney trouble in michigan however on the national
scene where he was being discussed as a presidential contender such membership could conceivably hurt him said time
1960
just as john kennedy s catholicism stirred controversy in i960
around michigan last week the word was being spread that
the mormon church looks on negroes as an inferior race
cormons had allegedly proscursed by god over the years mormons
elytized all races except negroes yet there were said to be
cormons
cormons
Mormons supposedly
Mormons and all mormons
some active negro mormons
believed that negroes would be able to eventually shake the
urse and attain equal status with other latter day saints 13
the religious issue was reported to be playing its part in
the campaign although the discussion in michigan centered
irrelevantly around the tenets of the mormon church and not
on george romney s own personal feelings about racial minorities actually romney s record was considered admirable he
had been active in opposition to segregation and prejudice in
detroit a promoter of civil rights in every public controversy
from race riots to desegregation of the city s industries and
dark horse off and running
15
18
1518
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public housing said romney 1 I believe that the real issue
if there is to be an issue is what george romney feels about
bias and discrimination against the negro no one can point
to any word act or attitude on my part that involved discrimination or discriminatory feelings 14
observing the same controversy the christian century
noted that the mormon past includes a number of historical
and dogmatic positions not generally accepted by the middle
anddogmatic
romney allegedly demytholoclass american mainstream
gized the negro position in the mormon church by pointing
to the book of mormon which took a more tolerant view
but such a stand was thought to be weakened by romney s
reference to his own strong record on civil rights and his declaration that no dogma of his church would interfere with his
political responsibilities the author predicted more about the
issue were romney to become the republican presidential
nominee in 1964 just as kennedy pledged that his religious
affiliation would not effect his political decisions in the face
of the synod of rome s contention that papal competency in
faith and morals has political implications nixon had supposedly made a si miliar declaration about quakers and pacifism the author bemoaned this kind of assertion asking if
candidates for high office must be secularists or deny some
of their church s teachings perhaps he stated the matter
would go unnoticed if it were not for the usual exploitation
emanating from both sides at the mention of religion
in a tongue in cheek reference to romney s religious beliefs
time covered the michigan republican convention s hectic
mormon george romney
activities in deference to totaling
tee
teetotaling
his aides stuck strictly to sherbet punch during the affair but
by the end they could probably have used a real drink 16 the
same magazine commented on the significance of romney s
election as governor saying he won because he gave the appearance
pearance of a prophet at a time when michigan needed one
using charisma and spiritual magnetism that defies pat exnations he was said to have demonstrated his mormon bepla
planations
lief that individual responsibility and dedication to public
service were important qualities thus his mormonism had
ibid
book of mormon enters politics
28 1962

382

painful outburst
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much to do with the victory romney being an untraditional
sort of politician with a deep sense of divinely guided
destiny 17
interpreting romney s philosophy of life as a rigid one
business week claimed it was inherited from his mormon
parentage making it probable that he would not be at the
mercy of every idea that comes along 18 the following year
1963 time claimed romney already had some presidential
support in states where mormon membership was sizeable
utah idaho california and curiously hawaii but mormonism could also be a political hobble
in view of the
church s refusal to admit negroes to its hierarchy 19

evangelism
in 1965 the new york times magazine made an attempt
to analyze romney in depth and noted his charisma and force-

ROMNEYS

POUNDING

ful personality handsome appearance impeccable habits no
smoking or drinking early riser
devotion to family and
profoundly religious nature yet romney was said to be
controversial and enigmatic to professional politicians around
the country many of whom claimed that under the gilt edges
he was really a sanctimonious intractable egotistical tyrant
much of this controversy was attributed to his membership in
the mormon church from which much of his philosophy
came said one friend to understand george you must first
of all understand that he is a mormon he is a deeply religious
person who has a great belief in the individual and the family
for him each person is a distinct personality and child of

god 20
mormons
cormons were said

to consider theirs

a practical religion
teaching that the highest happiness could be achieved through
cormons supposedly
the fullest use of earthly opportunity mormons
emphasized self reliance individual responsibility and a gospel
of action As a result romney was thought to be a person
who could label things as right or wrong more easily than
most people he once explained how he reached a decision
citizen s candidate time vol 80 nov 16 1962 21 22
romney man to watch for 64
business week nov 17 1962

the

100
92
92100

president thing time vol 81 june 14 1963 27
new york times magazine
cdavid R jones this republican for 1968
2david
david

this

feb 28 1965 28
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once you have searched out the facts and have prayed and
have reached a point where you think you have an answer to the
question you are undertaking to resolve then the third step is
to be believing that means to believe that the decision you
have made is the right one and to put everything you ve got
into carrying it out romney reportedly believed the lord
meant him to be a leader and his was a sacred obligation to
carry it out nevertheless critics described his approach to politics as sanctimonious a typical joke during the 1964 campaign
told of the governor and an aide emerging from a hotel
beautiful day governor remarked the aide thank you
the governor replied suggested one of his democratic opponents he actually believes that what he does is not only
moral but divinely ordained he believes that anyone who
criticizes him after he has reached a conclusion is a disciple of
the devil in reference to the presidency a friend said romney had not yet decided to run 1 I don t want to be sacrilegious
but 1I don t think that at this point god has yet said to him
george get going boy 21
later in the year time noted that even romney s worst
criiics would admit that he had a way with words his list
critics
of disturbing national problems allegedly included the decline in religious conviction moral character and wholesome
12
family life this threatens us most 22
clearly romney was
speaking from his mormon philosophy of life and readily applying it to politics
the journals became more critical of romney in 1966 as
time for instance evaluated one of his speeches as a blend
of old fashioned midwestern isolationism and the liberal s
equally irrelevant preoccupation with world opinion even on
viet nam romney had trouble offering specific solutions he
was considered more convincing when he utilized his mormon
moralizer
background and moralized
morali zed about what he believed to be the
nation s most pressing problem the disintegration of the
american family in cleveland he told his fellow governors
that there has been a decline in the faith belief and principles
on which america was built
the solution he saw was
personal responsibility family responsibility and private institutional
tutional responsibility and the place to start is in the home
21

ibid 29 73
76
7376
aa A way with words

2a
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romney was heard to stress that he was as conservative as the
constitution as progressive as teddy roosevelt and as liberal
as mr lincoln but said the author he still needed to demonstrate unequivocally which romney is for real 23
again characterizing romney as an evangelist newsweek
said he regularly involved audiences with fervent appeals to
the american conscience 24 and the national review the
conservative journal called him long on energy but short
on logic as he continued to appear as a crusader not sure
where his mission to lead his fellow citizens really lay 25
george romney was what richard nixon had tried unsuccessfully to be the all american boy said the atlantic romney s pounding evangelism and honesty supposedly made
americans think he represented what they wanted a politician
who was above politics his mormon religion was characterized as not universally popular with the church s conservative stand on the racial issue being potentially dangerous 26
US news and world report traced romney s mormon
activity as a stake president his abstinence from tea coffee
alcohol and cigarettes his tithes to the church and his avoidance of political activity on sunday he was pictured as a
family man who believed deeply in the value of prayer for
solving problems this seemingly indicated as romney himself affirmed that he was completely the product of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints noting the theological doctrine in mormonism on the negro the author
suggested its connection to romney s political beliefs though
romney reportedly said he did not subscribe to the doctrine 27
his subsequent comments indicate an interpretation of that
doctrine rather than a disavowal my church teaches me the
negro is my brother and that the negro can attain the
celestial kingdom just as 1I can he said at a news conference
romney continued all of us are equal as children of god
and equal citizens and 1I accept this without reservation 28
11

11

21

conservative progressive liberal time vol 88 july 1 1966 17
2tonesome
lonesome george newsweek vol 65 july 4 1966 2 11
editorial
check up national review vol 18 july 26
back for a checkup
716
1966
editorial all american boy atlantic monthly vol 217 april 1966
78
2711
romney republican hope for 68 US news and world report vol
61 sept 5 1966
61
54
5461
21
ibid
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carefully examining romney s devotion to his church the
ladies home journal concluded that it was very important
in his political development though most did not suspect it
suggested romney was formerly painfully shy and hung his
head in public even as student body president of his high
school but after spending two years as a missionary for the
mormon church in britain where he rang doorbells
door bells and held
street meetings for converts he allegedly developed a strong
sense of self confidence often when signing autographs he
would leave an inspirational message such as search diligently be believing and all things will work together for
your good or pursuit of the difficult makes men strong
the author wondered if romney was a leader in tune with
60s or is he just old
some kind of new spirit of the troubled gos
fashioned when mrs romney was asked if this was corny
she responded pleasantly 1 I think it s kind of cute 29
the saturday evening post featured a descriptive article by
stewart alsop
aiso in october
also
11

people who dislike lyndon B johnson say that he
looks like a mississippi riverboat gun
bier
bler people who disgambier
gambler
like richard M nixon ask would you buy a used car from
this man these two scurrilous political cliches are a measure
of the importance of personal appearance in the television age
they also suggest an important reason why george romney
governor of michigan has an excellent chance of being the
presidental
republican presidential
presi dental candidate in 1968 no one has ever
said that romney looks like a riverboat gambler he looks
more like a well preserved horatio alger hero and you
would buy a secondhand car from romney with happy confidence
fi
the appearance of the man the impression he
gives the earnestness sincerity and just plain goodness which
romney fairly exudes are vital assets 30

author also noted that because of mormonism romney believed that his body was the temple of the spirit explaining
pla ining why his spiritual temple is remarkably well main
bained
tained he was said to neither smoke nor drink exercised
regularly usually in the early morning hours on the golf
course and looked five years younger than president johnson
although a year older george romney is also an intensely

the

2ernest
bernest
ernest havemann
the george romney family all abroad for the
white house ladies home journal vol 83 oct 1966 182 183
stewart alsop it s like running against god saturday evening post

vol 239 oct
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moral man talking of his religious commitment a past opopened it s
ponent for the governor s chair zoltan ferency
ferency opined
like running against god when romney was elevated to the
presidency of american motors one of the more practical executives purportedly asked him what would save the company
without hesitation romney replied god god always helps
decent people who are trying to do the right thing 31 obviously romney s religion consistently applied directly to all
week expressed the opinion that
aspects of his life business weeg
romney s dedication to morality a strength could turn out
to be a weakness in some quarters some think he preaches too
much that the open display of piety could have adverse ef32
12

fects

editors of the new republic made the following
pointed comments

the
we

watched george romney interviewed on TV the other
day a fine looking square jawed man who is handsomer
than ronald reagan we have always liked romney and had
doubts about him some washington writers have all but
given him the GOP presidential nomination already well
tobacco less puritanism
we shall wait A dose of wineless tobaccoless
in the white house would certainly be a novelty a sabbatarian who prays and fasts with a hot line to heaven as
well as moscow a kind of political billy graham one of
the many jobs of a president is to be a ceremonial high
priest and governor romney could perform this function
admirably 33

ROMNEY ACCUSED OF A VAGUE STAND ON POLITICAL ISSUES

romney was further observed as a man sincere in his piety
yet moving in an aura of evangelical vagueness supposedly
he took a firm stand favoring open housing for negroes and
added that each person was a child of god As woodrow

wilson indicated while president piety could be associated
with inflexibility the editors wondered if romney had those
qualities rather than those of the politician which were said
to include the ability to compromise and achieve the possible 34
2

ibid
romney victory gilds his chances for 68

1966 45

holy george
ibid
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describing a conference between nelson rockefeller and
romney in puerto rico newsweek noted that romney s perfor
formance
mance suggested he still had much to learn about politics
the magazine reported an internal dispute raging over his
image
william scranton and other moderates allegedly
thought romney should soft pedal his piety and concentrate
on honing his positions one observer said he s been told to
cut down the spiritual bit he can t get away with stuffing
his holier than thou attitude down the throats of the voters
they 11ll gag on it by 68 but romney and his associates reportedly
port edly disagreed and felt he had to appear as what he was
a spiritually oriented decent businessman who has spent his
life as a family man and one who can exert a moral force
because it is not feigned but comes from inside 35

review blasted romney about his letter of
explanation for not supporting barry goldwater for the presidency in 1964 calling it a blend of sanctimony social history
and analysis all of it self serving romney allegedly claimed
goldwater appealed to segregationists because of an emphasis
on states rights it would also be possible suggested the author to reason that to favor mormonism was to favor the
congenital and perpetual inferiority of the black race a little
dogmatic problem within governor romney s church which he
is overdue in reconciling with his political faith 36 it could
be readily seen that the mormon negro position was one which
continually confronted romney s political hopes regardless of
his response finally in 1966 newsweek described the evangelical
ge lical romney s campaign style outspoken and opaque impressively
pres sively self assured and relentlessly self righteous an activist but also a sermonizer he was seen selling his brand of
politics with the same shoot from the heart fervor that won
him success in the compact car market but he still looked less
than presidential 37
in 1967 harpers characterized romney as a family man
and tireless champion of moral uplift and the closest thing
Elsen
to an eisenhower
eisen hower to yet appear on the american political scene
if romney sounds increasingly like the peace unity and moral
Elsen
eisenhower was in 1952 why so much
purity candidate that eisenhower
the better romney was thought merchandisable as a can

the national

newsweek vol 68 dec 5 1966 31
romney s letter national review
13 1966
1257 1258
redlew vol 18 dec 15
romney on the road newsweek vol 68 dec 19 1966 22 23

the dorado
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didace
didate and was reported to believe unhesitatingly in prayer
his standard speech to women in which he talked about the
gravest threats to the future of our country the decline in
religious conviction moral character and family life and
yes the derogation of virginity in the future mothers of
america always thrilled them asserted the author the simple goodness of this latter day puritan were considered
perfect for his candidacy the religious missionary and the
successful salesman are essentially mirror images each has
its superior merits are never in
something to sell and

doubt

1311
1381
38

if romney had reached the white house he may well have
been the first president to have delivered a soapbox speech
in hyde park suggested the author he further believed that
the mormon negro position would give romney little trouble
in a national campaign because his own advanced position on
civil rights would insulate him against attack moreover most
americans were thought less familiar with mormonism than
with john kennedy s catholicism As a side issue cynics in
salt lake suggested that romney s candidacy could spur divine revelation to end the negro doctrine in the mormon
church romney reportedly had a messiah complex to contend with readily associating his own purposes with those of
god and regarding any opposition as unreasonable because
of his self discipline he was said to sometimes find release in
a temper with a very short fuse some michigan democrats
called it a nearer my god to thee complex and one even
said it s all right for george to want to be president but I1
object to his using the white house as a stepping stone
does the nation want as chief executive a supersalesman
super salesman in
a white rambler with the predestinarian faith of john foster
dulles a man whose favorite song is sigmund Rom
bergs
rombelgs
rombergs
rotbergs
stouthearted men and whose credo is we can because
we believe if america is yearning once again for that old
time religion george W romney is ready and has the faith 39

pertaining to mrs romney and the mormon negro position the christian century rendered an outspoken editorial it
was clear they said that the problem illustrated discrimination
george romney holy and hopeful
monthly magazine vol 234 feb 1967 55
62
5562
91bid
ibid
william V shannon
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imputing inferiority to negroes 40 newsweek noted romney s
quick if not direct response to the salt lake ministerial
association s request that he disclaim his church s stand on the
negro he refused to inject the church into public affairs
and pointed to his own enviable record in civil rights but his
interrogator was not impressed 41 in contrast to his vague position on viet nam life reported romney
ro amney
mney open and frank with
the ministerial association if my church prevented me as a
public official from doing those things for social justice that 1I
thought right 1I would quit the church but it does not purportedly
port edly thirty five percent of michigan s negro voters supre
ported his reelection
election to the governorship in the last cam12
newsweek thought less of the same confrontation
paign 42
claiming romney handled the issue less adroitly than did john
kennedy his own problem regarding catholicism in 1960 43
the reporter observed that romney was in search of another speech writer to put more zip and substance into his
remarks which were suffering from an excess of righteous
generalities and appeals to higher morality 44 time pressed
romney to prove his religious beliefs would not influence his
political decisions in spite of a progressive civil rights record
he still supposedly had to demonstrate to most negroes that he
did not share his church s traditional belief that negroes
were cursed 45
running a feature story on romney in may of 1967 life
included many facets of the man and his religion A young
romney aide frankly admitted being converted to romney s
autran me richard headlee was
religion mainly because he outran
walking along a corridor in detroit s auditorium one day
twenty five years younger than the governor but ended
feeling twentyfive
up in near geriatric collapse
there was this polish band
there he grabbed my wife mary and started polka ing with
her then he shook hands with all the kids and then he went
out and delivered a speech 1I was still sitting there panting I1
figured 1I had to do something purportedly headlee was
mrs romney
165

s

quandary
quandry
Qu andry

christian century

vol 84

cormons
mormons
Mor mons and the negro newsweek vol 69
romney rubs noses with voters life vol

feb

8

1967

march 6 1967
80
62 march 3 1967

74
70
7074

34
54
romantic interlude newsweek vol 69 march 6 1967
jules witcover george romney s road show hamlet the reporter
23 1967
37
vol 36 march 25
the long hot century time vol 89 april 28 1967 21
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cered
fered to pray with
offered
visited by two mormon missionaries who of
him to help him give up smoking he eventually joined the
church and was still flabbergasted by romney s stamina 46
romney allegedly delivered a sermon in a mormon meeting
with evangelical fervor making it clear where the seat of his
belief lay his missionary experience was said to have given
him confidence and taught him to handle hecklers which he
still did well suddenly flaring out as if he were back on the
cormons to be one of the
street corner still considered by mormons
streetcorner
great missionaries of the church romney reportedly rated high
achievement as detroit stake president the present stake president edwin jones ascribed somewhat awesome powers to
the man miraculous things happen to him we believe that
we have the right to place our hands upon the heads of those
who are sick and anoint them with oil one boy in particular
who had polio made a very startling recovery after george
participated in the blessing 47
RELIGIOUS

fundamentalism

accused of claiming a direct pipeline to god because
of his habit of praying about major decisions romney replied
it was something any human being can follow related the
author romney further referred to the constitution as divinely inspired
suggesting the mormon belief that america was
singled out by god for special blessings his religious fundamentalism touches day to day american democracy and the
two would seem not to conflict since he saw his religion and his
country as a single mythic heritage though romney allegedly believed in separation of church and state and agreed
with the supreme court decision against state prepared
prayer he nevertheless was said to believe strongly in spontaneous prayer his mind then was supposedly not captive but
devout although he considered himself a servant of god
tile author he would never be an instrument of the
tiie
noted the
mormon church for he believed himself a free agent another belief compatible with mormonism he reportedly made
his disagreements pointedly with ultra conservatives ezra taft
benson and his son reed a john birch society representative
11

brock brown
87
85
8587

41
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and though accepting his church s theological position on the

negro he was believed to have done more perhaps than any

other republican to further civil rights 48
the new york times magazine described a romney appearance
pearance at dartmouth college where he was greeted by heckling placards saying god is alive and thinks he s george
romney and george is the biggest thing since the edsel
he stands for 1 motherhood 2 america and 3 A
hot lunch for orphans the dartmouth five had greeted
him playing the predictable when the saints come marching
in allegedly some of the most poorly educated negroes had
indicated their awareness of the mormon practice for instance
a negro teenybopper in san francisco said to her boyfriend
that romney he s a pretty cool governor the answer was
he belongs to a church where YOU ain t got no soul 49
in atlanta a negro woman asked romney how he could
feel comfortable in the mormon church but he reportedly
had no real answer his church may have been troublesome in
the racial areas claimed the author but it was very helpful in
the long tough political haul
the impromptu speech in
which romney is most completely at ease is the inspirational
appeal with its stress on the divinely inspired nature of american government and the sure ability of every individual to
achieve happiness and success through faith and good works
mrs romney was thought very protective of the governor
and supposedly criticized the press when they ran what she
felt were prejudicial stories on him and once at a cocktail party
she deftly swept romney s glass out of his hand at the approach of a photographer despite the fact that it contained a
good mormon drink ginger ale 50
covering the formal announcement by romney of his candidacy for the presidential nomination newsweek called it a
preachy ten minute statement in which he talked against big
government unfulfilled promises to the poor a war with no
visible end and the growing aimlessness and flabbiness of
the american nation what americans needed he said was
leadership worthy of god s blessing 51 even his formal an
ibid

92
89
8992

warren weaver jr
york times magazine nov
ibid

138

it s official
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no uncement was tinged with his religious devotion christianity
today commented on the announcement favorably saying it
coincided with his known religious views including the separation of church and state however concluded the author it
was sad that most americans are eager to minimize the
religious issue in public life precisely at a time when our national history most clearly bears the marks of a great religious
crisis

1152
2152
02

the

conservative national review stressed the importance
of mormonism as a pervasive part of romney s life should he
be the republican nominee he would be the most avowedly
religious candidate since the fundamentalist bryan last ran
in 1908 romney had said strongly noted the author that
no training college or otherwise would substitute for his
religious training he was said to regard marriage as sacred
thus when nelson rockefeller s marriage ended in divorce
relations between the two men threatened to cool gus scholle
president of the michigan AFLCIO
AFL CIO allegedly thought the
fasting and prayer to decide whether to run for governor was
a phony stunt since son mitt had reportedly told thedetroit
theDetroit
news that his dad had decided to run at dinner before the fast
began this story supposedly dashed the apocalyptic effect
of god telling him to run in spite of his church s negro
stand romney seemed to have a good appeal from negroes and
a healthy record in civil rights however his grasp of major
issues was felt to be decidedly weak the fundamentalist aspects of his religion may have rubbed off on a fundamentalist
view of political philosophy one man probed at the governor s
complexities claiming romney s biggest weakness was that he
had no vices 53

for

a nation wedded to the consumer economy to planned

obsolescence and to the salesmanship of alexander botts
bolts
romney s evangelical aggressiveness may hit the people
right in their revival tents
if his pitch catches on he
might make it yet and the country could anticipate the
january day when all texans leave the white house and the
14
saints come marching in 54

romney received a cool treatment from the press on his
editorial romney on religion christianity today dec 8 1967 30
james jackson kilpatrick romney salesman on the move national
1383
review vol 19 dec 12 1967 1373
13731383
54
ibid 1400
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viet nam trip time observed his tendency to lecture the
troops wherever he went even to preach speaking of the
divinity of christ to both christians and non christians he appealed for stoical acceptance of death on the battlefield at
ser
sermonette
christmas dinner at cu chi he reportedly made a sermonetti
monette
saying we have to lose ourselves for others some have to
lose lives young and some when we are older after hearing
him speak one negro marine asked dryly Is the governor
letting negroes into his church yet
yet55 the same magazine
evaluated his progress in the campaign in new hampshire
by quoting one slogan

the
the

wind atop mount washington is singing

right
waves that wash

new hampshire

s shores

romney

s

are roaring

romney s right
george Rom
romneys
neys right for our country now we need a man
domneys
today
enough to do what
whos
chos tough
pray 56

s

right and man enough to

but pray as he might romney was far behind richard
nixon in the polls as the need to do right became as

urgent as this campaign anthem nevertheless romney supposedly ordered only 1000 bumper stickers and a few hundred
psychedelic posters that pictured him glowing with an inner
purple light 57
on the stump said time romney continued his perfervid
moral izing by emphasizing the importance of discipline to
moralizing
children and holding families together 58 people were reportedly listening to him preach against godlessness immorality
sloth and the decline of the family 59 in some speeches he
be
apparently listed what he termed the nation s six declines
religious conviction moral character quality of family life the
principle of individual responsibility patriotism and respect
10
for law 60
when romney withdrew from the race because of nixon s
commanding lead the new republic had some observations
romney goes to the war time vol 91 jan 5 1968 25
man enough to pray time vol 91 jan 19 1968 15
00man
13
571bid
ibid
38
romney Re
redivines time vol 91 jan 26 1968 15 16
divines
59
mining the mother lode time vol 91 feb 2 1968 20
60
60stately
stately pace vs aggressive courtship time vol 91 mar
55
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we

have never found his evangelical righteousness easy to take but have always liked the man they
noticed that there was an amazing contrast between romney s
withdrawal and the november day in 1962 when richard nixon
announced in an embarrassing whining denunciation of the
you
press that it would be his last press conference
won t have nixon to kick around any more after his anromney took questions and made his first reply
no
nouncement
with a chuckle no this will not be my last press conference 61
in a sentimental final tribute to romney the saturday
review characterized him as an also ran who had guilelessly admitted being brainwashed in viet nam his difficulties
mounting with the detroit riots perhaps even his church led
inevitably to the moment of truth when in a lonely motel room
he decided to withdraw his candidacy he reportedly believed
in being our brother s keepers his ideas and way are derived
from his religious faith his mormonism was further assessed
as a personal thing helping to nurture his belief in a do
doitit
yourself organization concept romney apparently had deep
concern for the negro seeing him as the last pioneer battling
a closed frontier
in all this romney has shown courage
one hopes that conscience and talents and dedication of this
man may yet be utilized by his party and his country 62

conclusion
significantly the literature indicated no panic at the prospect of a mormon in the white house as there would have
been at the turn cf the century nor was the matter of the separation of church and state a discernible problem there were
however three serious roadblocks to the romney candidacy
1
his vagueness on the issues 2 the negro doctrine of the
mormon church and 3 his piety in a greater part of the
literature he was chided for failure to meet issues squarely or
to suggest specific solutions to major national problems particul
ticularly
arly was this observed with respect to viet nam about
which romney changed his position periodically reporters
came to believe that he did not have deep enough knowledge
of the national scene especially foreign affairs to handle him
from george to nelson new republic vol 157 march 9 1968 4
margaret L coit the dream nobody wanted to hear saturday review
literature vol 61 april 6 1968 37 58
38
2
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self effectively on the political stump brainwashing was of
course the classic example increasingly he appeared to the
press as a bumbling candidate clearly unprepared for a job as
massive as the presidency
his church affiliation was unquestionably detrimental since
the negro doctrine63
doctrine63 made him appear less credible in matters
of race because of the mormon position some listeners remained unconvinced by his expressions of concern for complete
racial equality others were happy to accept this reasoning at
face value and judge him only on his record nevertheless in
an era when civil rights was one of the major political and
social issues the mormon position was a huge handicap it
created conflict throughout the campaign because even people
who tended to believe him on this issue wondered about his
competency in others they were disturbed that he would
espouse a seemingly discriminatory church when he himself
was a progressive it made them question the strength of his
character and potential performance in tight situations surprisingly
pri singly enough the negro issue did not reach the proportions
many had predicted but it undoubtedly would have been more
serious had romney won the nomination
romney s principle problem seemed to be his piety the
somewhat abstract concept that he was too good to be true
though he and many of his associates thought his wholesome spiritual image an asset in the early days of the campaign it began to give him serious trouble as the critical test
drew near the issue perhaps even hastened the end his habit
of appearing as a preachy candidate with a definite messiah
complex began to damage him badly even though politicians
like lyndon johnson and richard nixon were battle scarred
people were nevertheless uneasy about electing a man as
religious as romney they worried that his principles and
idealism would prevent compromise in the inflexible woodrow

wilson tradition
moreover since the mormon church operates principally
with a lay clergy romney closely resembled a professional
minister seeking the presidency even the idealistic wilson
and the evangelistic william jennings bryan were not as committed or involved in a church as was romney in romney s
for a more complete treatment of this doctrine see the author s negro
slavery and mormon doctrine western humanities review vol 21 autumn
63

1967
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position as stake president 64 he was a spiritual leader and
from
frcm the pulpit to his mormon congregafram
preached sermons grom
tion since he operated in a dual capacity church leader and
businessman for many years it was not surprising that he
would develop an evangelistic quality of speaking beyond
that the mormon church involves its members in numerous
activities and meetings through the week besides the regular
mormons are more deeply insunday meetings As a result cormons
volved in their church than people of many other denominations and often exude a certain religious commitment addittio
nally the church s practice of sending young men to serve
ionally
two years as missionaries in various parts of the globe usually
increases their religious devotion as well as their ability to express it having shared in that experience romney s demonstration of piety is not unusual
though he initially projected a clean attractive image
romney seemed not to represent the average american voter
through his religious devotion he began to appear too formidable for identification with the masses while johnson and
nixon had faults as did most americans romney appeared
disconcertingly flawless the fear that he believed himself to be
divine and therefore incapable of error produced new frustration in the voters the public failed to appreciate piety and
morali zed the more distant the audiences
moralizer
the more romney moralized
grew As the press astutely observed he was much more convincing when discussing family life and morals than when he
turned to viet nam with romney resembling an evangelizer
to earth beof the billy graham variety more than a down t07earth
lievable
lievable presidential candidate richard nixon s image correspondingly
spon dingly improved in contrast to romney even nixon s loser
reputation seemed welcome
the campaign did demonstrate that a mormon could be
seriously considered for national office without a specter of
fanaticism yet romney s religion proved to be a handicap and
had a profound effect on the campaign s outcome it indicated
romney was stake president until elected to the governorship of michigan
at which time he resigned as stake president and moved from detroit to the
state house in lansing A stake president directs the affairs of approximately
cormons
Mormons serving under him are bishops of several wards with
3000 to 5000 mormons
300 to 600 members in each the church has approximately three million
members throughout the world and is directed centrally by the general authorities comprising the prophet his counselors 12 apostles and several other officers
headquartered in salt lake city utah
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a mormon vulnerability in national politics that of civil rights
but the peculiarly mormon problem of negroes and the priesthood was not nearly as important as sheer piety for the reaction of the public clearly suggested that any candidate relying
heavily on piety be it mormon or any other faith could have
serious credibility problems perhaps romney s major liability
was not necessarily mormonism but rather religious dedication
conceivably a candidate of another faith could be faced with
a similar problem or a mormon better able to compartmentalize his faith and his politics might erase that problem but
george romney s politics and his piety were inseparable and
the damage was more than his presidential aspirations could
withstand
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